
 

Programming Assignment 2 
Detailed Instructions 

 
Overview 
 
In this programming assignment (the third increment of our Asteroids game development), 
you're adding asteroid spawning and collisions between the ship and the asteroids to the game. 
 
Step 1: Make an asteroid prefab 
 
For this step, you're making an asteroid prefab. We need an asteroid prefab so the asteroid 
spawner can spawn asteroids at runtime. 
 

1. Right click in the Project window and create a new prefabs folder. 
2. Drag the Asteroid game object from the Hierarchy window onto the prefabs folder in the 

Project window. 
3. Delete the Asteroid game object from the Hierarchy window. 

 
When you run your game, you should be able to drive the ship around, but there aren't any 
asteroids in the game. 
 
Step 2: Add Direction enum 
 
For this step, you're adding an enumeration so the asteroid spawner will be able to set the 
direction that an asteroid moves in when  it's spawned. 
 

1. Copy the Direction.cs file from the zip file to the scripts folder in your Unity project. 
 
When you run your game, it should run just like it did before. 
 
Step 3: Add Asteroid Initialize method 
 
For this step, you're adding an Initialize method to the Asteroid class so the asteroid 
spawner can set the movement direction for an asteroid when it spawns one. 
 

1. We really need to support two things that the spawner will need to do: place the asteroid 
just outside one of the screen sides and make sure the asteroid is moving in the correct 
direction. We're using the Direction enumeration to support that second piece, so let's 
implement that first. We'll handle asteroid positioning in a later step. 

2. In the Asteroid class, create a public Initialize method that has a single Direction 
parameter to tell in what direction the asteroid should move. 

3. Cut the code that gets the asteroid moving from the Asteroid Start method and paste it 
into the body of the new Initialize method. 

4. Change all the references to direction in that code to moveDirection instead. 



5. Change the code that picks a random angle between 0 and 2*PI radians to pick an angle 
based on the provided direction parameter. The angle should still be random in a 30 
degree arc, so if the provided direction is Direction.Up then the random angle you 
generate should be between 75 * Mathf.Deg2Rad and 105 * Mathf.Deg2Rad. The 
easiest way to do this is to generate a random angle between 0 and 30 degrees (in radians, 
of course) then add that random angle to the appropriate "base angle" (75 degrees, in 
radians, for up, for example). 
 

You won't be able to test this code until we have a new asteroid spawner, so let's move on to that 
step now. 
 
Step 4: Add asteroid spawner 
 
For this step, you're adding an asteroid spawner. 
 

1. Create a new AsteroidSpawner script in the scripts folder in the Project window and 
double click it to open it in your IDE. 

2. Add a documentation comment for the class. 
3. Declare a field called prefabAsteroid to hold the asteroid prefab you're going to spawn. 

Be sure to mark the field with [SerializeField] so you can populate it in the Inspector. 
4. In the Unity editor, attach the AsteroidSpawner script to the main camera and populate 

the field with the Asteroid prefab. 
5. Add code to the Start method to spawn an asteroid going up to make sure you 

implemented that correctly. Remember that you can get access to a script attached to a 
game object by using the GetComponent method. 

6. Try spawning asteroids going left, down, and right as well. Debug as necessary. 
 
We're getting closer to what we actually getting the asteroid spawner to do what we need it to, 
but we have one more step to go. 
 
Step 5: Spawn four asteroids on four screen sides 
 
For this step, you're having the asteroid spawner four asteroids, one on each side of the screen, 
moving into the screen. 
 

1. Change the Asteroid Initialize method to take an additional parameter, a Vector3 for 
the location of the asteroid. Add code in the method to set the position of the asteroid to 
the parameter. 

2. Add code to the AsteroidSpawner Start method to instantiate the asteroid prefab, 
retrieve and save the radius for its circle collider, and destroy the asteroid. 

3. Remove the testing code from the previous step from the AsteroidSpawner Start 
method. Add code to create an asteroid, moving left, just outside the right side of the 
screen. You should find the ScreenUtils properties and the asteroid radius you saved 
above useful as you figure out the position of the asteroid (make the y location the middle 
of the screen). 

4. Run the code to make sure it works properly. 



 

5. Add code to create the other three asteroids outside the top, left, and bottom edges of the 
screen. 

6. Delete the AsteroidSpawner Update method. 
 
When you run your game, you should see asteroids coming into the screen from the four edges of 
the screen. 
 
Step 6: Make it so asteroids don't collide with each other 
 
You probably already saw in your testing that the asteroids can collide with each other in the 
game. That certainly makes sense from a physics perspective, but in the original Asteroids game 
asteroids just passed over each other instead of colliding. That's the functionality you'll be 
implementing in this step. 
 

1. We're going to use Layers in Unity to do this. Select the Asteroid prefab in the prefabs 
folder in the Project window. In the Inspector, left click the Layer dropdown near the top 
right (it should say Default) and select Add Layer... Type Asteroid in User Layer 8, Ship 
in User Layer 9, and Bullet in User Layer 10. Ctrl + S to save. 

2. Select the Asteroid prefab again. In the Inspector, left click the Layer dropdown near the 
top right and select Asteroid. 

3. Select Edit > Project Settings > Physics 2D from the top menu bar. In the grid at the 
bottom right in the Inspector, uncheck the box at the intersection of the Asteroid row and 
Asteroid column (it will show Asteroid/Asteroid if you hold the mouse over the box). 
This disables collisions between the asteroids. 

4. If you look at the Asteroid row in the grid, you'll see it will collide with game objects in 
the Bullet and Ship layers, which is correct. Select the Ship game object in the Hierarchy 
window and set the Layer to Ship in the Inspector. 

 
When you run your game, you should see that the asteroids don't collide with each other 
anymore, and they still collide with the ship. 
 
Step 7: Destroy ship when it collides with asteroid 
 
For this step, you're destroying the ship when it collides with an asteroid. 
 

1. Add an Asteroid tag to the Asteroid prefab. 
2. Go to the Unity Scripting Reference and look up the documentation for the 

MonoBehaviour OnCollisionEnter2D method. Add an OnCollisionEnter2D method 
with the appropriate return type and parameter list to your Ship script. Add a 
documentation comment above the new method. Add code to the body of the method to 
destroy the gameObject the script is attached to if the game object the ship collided with 
is an asteroid. 

 
When you run your game, you should see the ship disappear when it collides with an asteroid. 
Yes, you might have to drive the ship into an asteroid on purpose! 
 



That's the end of this assignment. 
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